Lincoln zephyr v12 engine

Ford Motor Company 's Lincoln division produced two other L-head V12 engines from , but
required a more compact unit for their new streamlined Lincoln-Zephyr line. As Ford had just
introduced their Flathead V8 , this was the logical starting point for a new Lincoln V12 line. The
Lincoln-Zephyr V12 would quickly replace the previous-generation V12, just as the
Lincoln-Zephyr car replaced the rest of the Lincoln line, and would be the company's primary
engine through The engine used aluminum-alloy heads and cast-steel pistons, as well as two
water pumps. It also had a unique distributor with a coil assembly that actually consisted of two
coils, one for each cylinder bank. Initial power output was quoted as horsepower -- a little
higher than the target figure -- at 3, rpm, a rather high power peak for those days. Though the
Zephyr V no more resembled previous Lincoln engines than the ubiquitous V-8 despite sharing
the latter's stroke , it was more like a "cylinder Ford" than a classic multi-cylinder powerplant in
character. And it was not without problems. The main ones were inadequate crankcase
ventilation that caused rapid sludge buildup in sustained low-rpm running, aggravated by poor
oil flow, plus too-small water passages that led to overheating, bore warpage, and ring wear. To
a degree, some of these maladies were dealt with during the Zephyr's first year, and Ford
improved the engine by adopting hydraulic valve lifters for and cast-iron heads and oiling
improvements for Yet this V never shed its reputation for service troubles, though the postwar
versions were actually quite reliable. The V12 was eventually replaced by the InVincible 8 ,
simply a version of the flathead V8 found on Ford's truck line. Allard made three V12 cars, [1]
using the Ford V8 for all other cars at that time, Brough also made only one V12 as his others
were Hudson 6 or 8 powered, and Jensen made one called the HL. This engine was upgraded
with hydraulic lifters in and produced for one further year. This engine was reused from late
through and was the last of the line produced. This was resurrected after the war in with 7. The
reason for the reversion to the smaller size was that the cylinder walls on the bored-out engine
were found to be too thin. Many disappeared altogether in the block casting process at the
factory causing many blocks to be scrapped before installation. Cylinder wear in the field was
extreme, and re-boring during engine overhaul was impossible. From Wikipedia, the free
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Cars Classic Cars Italian. I have still a problem with the ignition of my Lincoln V On the left
engine side I have a regularly spark on every spark plug. So sometimes on every spark plug of
the right side a spark is missing. I would perhaps say, 10times a spark, then no, again 10times,
no one. So not the left one for the left side and the right one for the right side? Each set of
points fires 6 cylinders but there are three plug wires on each side that cross over. Could be
cracked rotor or a bad resister. There is two of them ,one for each side of the coil located under
the dash on the firewall. Also check for loose or dirty connections including the cap where the
plug wires plug in. Well, I have tried now 3 sets of condensers. And I tried it already as you said,
changed from one side to the other but the problem is just always on the right side of the
engine. Since I bought a restored distributor I would say, that the rotor should be ok. I have
checked also if the plugs of the cables are clean and plugged in into the caps. I have found
them and will try to check them. Do you now the value of the resistance? But if the points works
crossover, actually I should have then a problem on both sides at 3 Zylinders of the engine?
Sending your distributor complete with coil and the side caps to someone who can repair them.

I think Skip Haney in Florida does it, and perhaps Jake Fleming in Dallas who has a proper
setup to test the distributors and calibrate them for proper operation. He actually guts the old
coils inside the housing and replaces them with Ford coils and reseals them to get the hottest
spark. Other issues with the distributor need to also be checked off the engine. I'd check the
voltage on the coil terminals that comes from the 2 resistors under the dash. You need to
connect a couple of clip wires to the distributor for remote testing as it's very close to the fan
blade! Should be volts with the engine running. Your side plates where the plug wires attach
also can be problematic. There was someone who was refurbishing them and making sure there
is proper clearance between the rotor posts and the brass pins protruding from the plates for
max spark transfer. Also don't overlook putting new plug wires in the system as they also break
down, and proper termination of the connectors on each end of the plug wires is very important
for connectivity. If you rebuild the electrical system of the ignition you should return to proper
working order! The system is basic and simple. Place the distributor on a Sun tester and check
it out. Also LOAD test the ignition coils and condensers. Simple and straightforward. Often
times you complaint is caused by a bad bushing in the distributor. Check side to side play of
the shaft to see if there is any play, there should be none. Thanks you bouth for all your hints. I
will check out several things. But we have driven the car just miles or so and never the ignition
problem was really solved. Kind regards. OK, little update: I have measured the voltage at first
at the terminals of the condensers at idle speed: left: 3. Then at the terminal of the coil where
the red leads on it: left 4. Then direct at the resistors: 4. Input 6 Volts, Battery voltage is 6. And I
checked it again: On the left side of motor I have a regularly, strong spark. On the right side
there is mostly a spark but not always and it is not that strong as on the left side. So this means
that I have a connection problem between the two resistors or one resistor has a too high
resistance. An electric fuel pump hooked up to the ignition circuit power can cause voltage and
amperage drop. Be sure you are not running a fuel pump on that circuit. Another source of
trouble can be at the ignition switch, check for loose terminal knurled nuts, and worn contacts
inside ign. If it still fusses after that the trouble is somewhere else. Try measuring voltage on the
low side of the coil with the engine running, being careful of the fan! Should be volts on each
side. I had a NOS distributor that had a bad spring on the points, took a long time to figure out.
Try to find someone with an old test set that can dial in the distributor, check vacuum advance
too. I've also had sparking at the terminal plate where the wires hook up. Really messy. Bwatoe:
Well, with cold engine it runs just on 4. Heated up then not. And the left side works with 4. But I
have tried what you said with the 6 Volt direct from the battery and then I had a strong spark. So
the plugs itselfs could not be the problem. On the terminals where the cables come from the
restitors to the coil I have right 4. The dwell angle is on the right side Today I have seen that
when I have started the engine in cold condition that I have on all plugs ignition cables a strong
spark. But after a while 10 to 15min all sparks on the right side getting weaker and weaker. As
far as I understand now, works the right condenser and point set for the right side of the engine.
And the right part of the coil set also for the right side with its pin close to the engine side on
the first part of rotor. I have seen that the voltage at the coil and condenser is the same with
good or weak spark. So actuallyâ€¦ I would say that the right part of the ignition coil gets a
problem when it heats up? Or something else which works just for the right side. And only with
heated up engine. Or ist the 4 Volts which comes from the restistor too less? Well, I try so much
as I can myself since here is no one who has experiences with these ignition systems. Perhaps
we have here in the country 3 Lincoln V Small update from this evening: I changed the two input
cables at the coil between the two terminals. Then I had 4. And at first I meant that now the
spark on the right side was a bit better and on the left side weaker as before. But after next
10minutes the spark on the right side went weaker and now I had on both sides a weak spark.
And tomorrow when everything is cooled down, I will have a perfect spark and good running
engine. For 15 to 20 minutesâ€¦. Call Gerry Richmond. Dwell angle should be 36 Degrees both
sides. May need a new coil as well. He has new coils too. Dwell should be at 36 degrees each
side and the. Distributor must be synchronized. I have the proper machine to set the distributor
up if you need. But I understand that there is somewhere a problem in the distributor which I
probably can't solve by myself. Is there a possibility to contact Gerry via mail? I am not really
good over the phone in English. I checked the resistance of the coil but it is still 4,4 kiloOhms
on both terminals. Cold or hot makes no difference. And also checked the voltage at the
condensers and the coil input. No change if hot or cold. I checked the resistance of the ignition
cables: No change if hot or cold. Or says it nothing that the resistance of the coil is the same if
cold or hot? And the coil could be broken? But it is still the same, after warming up, the spark
gets weaker and weaker. Or is it the coil? Well, the problem is that I have to send the distributor
to USA and it is a very long distance. I am afraid, that it could be lost over the long way. In worst
case I would have another one but this is for restoration again with no coil. But it seems that it

is the only way to bring the car back on the street for a longer time, not for just 10minutes or so.
Re edit. Could still short to ground when hot due to poor insulation. May need new coils.
Condensers could short to ground when hot if faulty. Could replace with modern" pig tail"
condensers. From 22 Mf. Re 2nd Post Back, Early Ford V8 club in Europe may be able to retime
your distributor. Enough from me. Thomas, your problem has all of the earmarks of a bad coil,
except that you weak spark is only on the right side. A normal resistance check is not a definite
test of a bad coil. I use a Snap On model MT coil tester to check the coils. This tester will check
for spark intensity without using the points or condenser in the circuit. It also has a feature to
heat the coil and then test the coil hot. You may be able to find a similar tester in the EU for sale
or check with local car clubs to see if anyone has one to loan to you. To use it you would
remove the coil from the car, connect the tester to the coil, using the coil wire from the resister
as the voltage source and test each side of the coil both cold and hot. Your other option is to
send the coil to Skip Haney in Florida to have both sides rebuilt. You will still have to have the
points serviced somewhere. Skip does have some cores that he can sell, he may have a 12
cylinder distributor and coil. The only part of the ignition system that is isolated to the right side
is the inner distributor cap and it should cause problems both cold and hot. You should check
the spark on all cylinders by removing each plug wire and holding it close to a head nut. The
spark should be blue in color and jump about 12 mm. The main thing to look for is that the
spark is the same color and length across all 12 cylinders. The resistance on primary side is 0.
So this should be normal. Condensers are brand new made by Valeo with pig tail as you said.
But on one side a little bit better but not the same as when the coil is cold. Such a tester is a
good thing which I should buy because we have other classic cars. Heat up function is
important. So what I would like to try as a last test is to let the car run until the sparks are weak.
Then remove the coil and cool it down as fast as possible. Then replace it and start again. So
perhaps I see then if the spark is again better. If notâ€¦ there is probably be an other problem
and I think then I have to send the whole distributor to an US specialist. I bought it as fully
tested, cleaned up, new pointsâ€¦ ok, seems not that it was the best work. Thank you, I wanted
to avoid sending the coil such a long distance. I have seen before that Skip is the first address
for this kind of coils. In the meantime I made a test with ice spray and after I have cooled down
the coil, the sparks were better again. I am trying here to find a company to restore the coil but it
seems that no one wants to do this. You probably won't find anyone who either knows how to
rebuild the coil or is interested in it. Skip uses new Ford coils to rebuild the coils. And
remember these coils are made of electromagnet wiring All it takes is a shorted turn of the
copper wiring inside the coil to make it malfunction. You can't fix that, only rebuild the coil with
new wiring to restore the original function of the coil. Probably your distributor is working, but
getting a correct working coil on it and testing things is the best way. If you still have trouble
with the distributor you can then send it to Skip for rebuilding and calibration the same way you
did the coil. You will be able to log onto FedEx. I sent my coil to Skip's 3 years ago. I had no
problem with shipping either way and have not had any issues with the coil. You may save a
little money on the rebuild or shipping but if it's not done correctly you wasted more time and
money. Good luck George. Shipping from Germany is expensive but it should be reliable. I have
had several items shipped from England over the past 20 years and never had one lost. There is
another option for you, install a coil adapter and use 2 6 volt coils and condensers from a Ford.
In my opinion, the adapters look ugly and detract from the nice clean look of the Lincoln engine
compartment. Another option would be to find a coil for sale in the US and have it shipped to
Skip Haney and then onto you. Check with Skip, he may have one that he will sell to you. You
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work cut out for it, it was a high-end luxury car being offered for sale in the middle of the Great
Depression â€” the most severe economic downturn of the 20th century. The Lincoln-Zephyr
V12 had three key strengths when compared with its competitors, it had almost impossibly
handsome streamlined aerodynamic styling, it used advanced unibody construction, and it was
powered by a V12 â€” its rivals largely made do with V8 and straight-8 engines. The
Lincoln-Zephyr V12 was penned by Dutch designer John Tjaarda, Tjaarda was fascinated with
aircraft engineering and aerodynamics so he worked with an engineering team to create a sleek
unibody design for the Zephyr that was years ahead of its time. The benefits of unibody
construction typically include a lighter overall weight and better rigidity than the more
traditional body-on-frame construction. The H Series V12 did initially have some teething issues
including overheating and some issues with oil flow. These were largely resolved by the second
year of production when the engine switched to iron heads, larger coolant passages, and an
upgraded oil pump. Power output from the engine was impressive at hp but perhaps more
importantly the engine produced ft lbs of torque from rpm all the way up to 3, rpm â€” this gave
the car genuinely remarkable performance for the mids. On release in the Lincoln-Zephyr V12
was offers as both a two-door sedan and a four-door sedan, with an optional radio. In a new
three-window, two-door coupe was offered and in the model line up was joined by a town
limousine and convertible versions of the coupe and the sedan. Silodrome was founded by Ben
back in , in the years since the site has grown to become a world leader in the alternative and
vintage motoring sector, with millions of readers around the world and many hundreds of
thousands of followers on social media. This article and its contents are protected by copyright,
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V8 , this was the logical starting point for a new Lincoln V12 line. The engine used
aluminum-alloy heads and cast-steel pistons, as well as two water pumps. It also had a unique
distributor with a coil assembly that actually consisted of two coils, one for each cylinder bank.
Initial power output was quoted as horsepower â€” a little higher than
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the target figure â€” at 3, rpm, a rather high power peak for those days. And it was not without
problems. The main ones were inadequate crankcase ventilation that caused rapid sludge
buildup in sustained low-rpm running, aggravated by poor oil flow, plus too-small water
passages that led to overheating, bore warp-age, and ring wear. Yet this V never shed its
reputation for service troubles, though the postwar versions were actually quite reliable. Allard
made three V12 cars, [1] using the Ford V8 for all other cars at that time, Brough also made only
one V12 as his others were Hudson 6 or 8 powered, and Jensen made one called the HL. So
what can be done with these great motors now? Founder: The Flat-Spot I am a graphic and web
designer by trade. I have been working to get this group to a point that I can focus on content
full time. Got any questions hit me up! Was this article a help? Consider supporting the
Flat-Spot by[ Home All Lincoln-Zephyr V12 engine. Henry Ford Footage Dec 12,

